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We expect Japanese equities to test a level of support in August. The influence of the US market is likely to wane while
the individual factors such as performances will determine the movements of stock prices.
The April-to-June quarter earnings announcement season got under way in late July. According to data by
Mizuho Securities, which aggregated the earnings results of companies which have made the announcement by the
end of July (roughly 50% of the total), their operating income and net income decreased by -7% and -14% respectively.
Poor earnings results by export-oriented companies in sectors such as electric appliances, machinery, automobiles and
chemicals stand out on the back of the economic slowdown in export destinations, including China. Based on the above
already announced FY2019 1H (April-to-September) earnings guidance, we expect that operating income and net
income would decrease by -15% and -13% respectively in the July-to-September quarter. On the other hand, earnings
recoveries are expected in the FY2019 2H, given the companies’ FY2019 full year forecast of a -3% and -2% decline in
operating income and net income respectively.
It seems that the poor earnings of export-oriented companies were within the assumptions made by most market
participants, as we saw some names even rally despite sharp declines in their April-to-June quarter earnings. We believe
this was because investors might focus more on the companies’ smooth progress toward annual targets. Unlike the
previous earnings season in May when stock prices dropped immediately after announcement despite strong earnings,
many names with strong earnings enjoyed rallies in the past quarter. Corporate earnings and their order situations are
being reflected in stock prices, which is a favourable environment for market participants.
The cool weather due to the prolonged rainy season is weighing down consumer spending. The last-minute jump in
demand ahead of the consumption tax hike is running its course. Despite these negative factors, the room for stock
price declines is limited as their valuations are already low in terms of historical averages even on the assumption that
the corporate net income decreases by -20%. The administration is unlikely to discuss economic measures in August.
So we believe the market will try to find the bottom with no fresh incentives after the earnings season.

Investment Strategy
Overweight Sectors
Financials (ex Banks)
Retail Trade
Raw Materials & Chemicals

Underweight Sectors
Machinery
Banks
Transportation & Logistics

We will continue to underweight the export sectors such as machinery, automobiles and electric appliances due to yen
appreciation following the escalation of US-China trade disputes, while taking overweight positions in defensive sectors
such as pharmaceutical and retail trade. Typically, we are planning to reduce the weights of financials and banking
sectors under such circumstances, but this time we will maintain the existing weights by accumulating Nomura (8604)
and Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group (8306) due to the following reasons:




Non-life insurance companies achieved major earnings growth as the loss on natural disasters decreased.
Profit in the Fixed Income Clearing Corporation (FICC) unit surged at Nomura Holdings.
Mitsubishi UFJ Financial Group is likely to make large amounts of profits in foreign bond investments.

Notes:
Sectors shown above are TOPIX 17 industries (ex. Performance Attribution Analysis ).
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